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The temperature-dependent vibrational population dynamics and spectral diffusion of the CO
stretching mode of tungsten hexacarbonyl in 2-methylpentane are observed from the room
temperature liquid to the low temperature glass using picosecond infrared transient grating and
pump–probe experiments. These experiments were performed between 10 and 300 K on the triply
degenerateT1u asymmetric CO stretching mode at 1984 cm21 using pulses with bandwidths
narrower and wider than the absorption bandwidth of the transition. The rate of vibrational
population relaxation~100<T1,150 ps! is observed todecreasewith increasing temperature. The
orientational dynamics for this transition are observed on a faster time scale than the population
relaxation. Although the liquid viscosity changes over 14 orders of magnitude, the orientational
relaxation rate slows by less than one order of magnitude over the full temperature range. By
comparing polarization-dependent experiments performed with both narrow and broad bandwidth
transform-limited pulses, it is possible to measure temperature-dependent spectral diffusion in both
the liquid and the glass. The spectral diffusion and the orientational relaxation are shown to be
intimately related. It is proposed that both arise from the time evolution of the superposition of the
three degenerate states created by the excitation pulse. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The absorption line shape of a vibrational transition i
amorphous condensed matter systems has contributions f
a variety of dynamic processes, including vibrational pu
dephasing, vibrational population relaxation, and orient
tional relaxation. Each of these processes involve coupli
between the internal vibration of a molecule and the extern
degrees of freedom of its environment. However, since v
brational lines of polyatomic molecules in polyatomic so
vents are often inhomogeneously broadened,1–5 analysis of
line shapes measured by linear spectroscopy cannot prov
information on dynamics.6 A static ~or slowly evolving! dis-
tribution of transition energies hides the dynamics that dete
mine the homogeneous line shape. Nonlinear vibration
spectroscopies are required to determine the homogene
vibrational line shape.6,7 Even in the absence of inhomoge
neous broadening, the measurement of the homogenous
sorption line cannot distinguish the contributions of pur
dephasing, population lifetime, and orientational relaxatio
For vibrational transitions, all of these dynamics can contri
ute significantly to the observed homogeneous linewidth.

Time resolved infrared~IR! experiments performed on
the ps and fs time scales can independently examine p
dephasing, population relaxation, and orientational rela
ation. IR photon echo experiments can determine the hom
geneous line shape of an inhomogeneously broaden
transition.2,3 IR pump–probe or transient grating experimen
can measure population relaxation, and when performed w
polarization selectivity, they can also measure orientation
relaxation. In this paper, we demonstrate for the first tim
that it is also possible to measure spectral diffusion by em
ploying polarization-selective transient grating or pump
probe experiments with transform-limited pulses of variab
spectral bandwidth.
J. Chem. Phys. 102 (10), 8 March 1995 0021-9606/95/102(10)/
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Vibrational spectral diffusion is the name given to evo
lution of the vibrational energy level splittings on a time
scale long compared to that of the homogeneous dephas
time. The homogeneous dephasing, which arises from fa
solvent fluctuations, is the inverse of the homogeneous li
shape and is the observable of the photon echo experime
In a liquid, the homogeneous vibrational linewidth can b
much narrower than the inhomogeneous linewidth, even
room temperature.3–5 However, on some time scale, a mol-
ecule in a liquid will sample all possible solvent environ
ments that give rise to the distribution of transition energie
underneath the inhomogeneous spectrum. Therefore, on
time scale long compared to the homogeneous dephas
time, the homogeneous vibrational line for a given molecu
will spectrally diffuse throughout the full inhomogeneous
line. The slow dynamic processes that give rise to spect
diffusion can appear static on the time scale of the homog
neous dephasing, and appear as part of the quasistatic in
mogeneous background. This quasistatic distribution of v
brational energies is rephased in a photon echo experim
and does not contribute to the homogenous linewidth. In
glass, which is a nonequilibrium time-evolving amorphou
solid, spectral diffusion can also occur.8 However, the entire
inhomogeneous line may not be sampled except on an ess
tially infinite time scale.

The study of vibrational population relaxation dynamic
in condensed phases gives insight into the coupling of di
crete vibrational modes with the heat bath.9,10 Population in
excited vibrational modes must relax by transferring energ
to other modes of the bath. This energy redistribution amon
vibrational modes has been observed for a number
systems.11–18Energy relaxation is accomplished via the cou
pling of modes through anharmonic pathways.19–24 These
couplings are sensitive to the environment of the vibration
mode of interest, which consists of the discrete vibration
39193919/13/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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3920 Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
modes and structure of the solute and solvent, orientatio
dynamics of the molecules, and the continuum of collectiv
solvent modes. These collective modes are referred to
phonons in solids and can be described as instantaneous
mal modes~INM ! in liquids. The efficiency of coupling, and
therefore the rate of vibrational population relaxation, is d
pendent on the thermal population of the participatin
modes.10,24

To gain understanding of the wide range of variable
describing vibrational population dynamics, temperatur
dependent experiments are particularly important. Such e
periments are sensitive both to the thermal occupation
modes involved in relaxation pathways, as well as the chan
ing physical state of the system, such as phase transitio
density, and viscosity. Despite the great importance for u
derstanding the role of physical structure and dynamics
vibrational coupling and on processes such as chemi
reactivity25 and electron transfer,26 few studies have looked
at temperature-dependent vibrational dynamics in conden
phases. Studies of this nature have been performed with
and fs coherent Raman scattering27 and infrared
hole-burning.28–31 Third-order coherent Raman experiment
measure the Fourier transform of the entire vibrational spe
tral line, and therefore cannot discriminate between inhom
geneous and homogeneous broadening.6 While persistent
holeburning is a line narrowing technique, it cannot separa
contributions from lifetime, homogeneous dephasing, a
spectral diffusion. These problems can be overcome w
time-resolved resonant infrared experiments. Picosecond
frared studies of temperature-dependent vibrational dyna
ics reported until now have observed the vibrational popul
tion lifetimes of discrete vibrations,2,24,32,33and used infrared
photon echoes to observe the vibrational homogeneous li
width in liquids and glasses.2–4 In addition, picosecond tran-
sient holeburning has been used to observe transient ho
and inhomogeneous broadening in a polymer as a function
temperature.34

In this paper, the results of measurements
temperature-dependent spectral diffusion, population rela
ation, and orientational relaxation of a vibrational transitio
in a glass-forming organic liquid are presented. TheT1u CO
stretching vibration~1980 cm21! of tungsten hexacarbonyl
@W~CO!6# in 2-methylpentane~2-MP! is observed from 300
K to 10 K using picosecond infrared transient grating an
pump-probe experiments. This work is complementary to o
recent description of the temperature dependence of the
mogeneous vibrational linewidth in this system.3,5 The tem-
perature range studied here spans the transition from liq
to glass, and the transition from a homogeneously broaden
vibrational transition to a massively inhomogeneously broa
ened line. The vibrational relaxation dynamics of metal ca
bonyl solutions at room temperature have been investiga
at great length by Heilweil and co-workers.15,18,35–37

The population relaxation time for this system exhibits
counterintuitive temperature dependence, with relaxati
timesT1 increasing with temperature. This behavior has als
been recently reported for the system W~CO!6 in CHCl3
~Ref. 24! and is explained in terms of the temperature
dependence of three factors, thermal populations of low fr
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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quency phonons~or INMs! of the liquid, the phonon density
of states, and the anharmonic coupling matrix elements f
the relaxation process.

The experiments presented are sensitive to the measu
ment bandwidth. Two distinct, transform-limited bandwidth
were used. The broad bandwidth~short! pulse is wider than
the vibrational spectral line, and thus observes the populati
dynamics of the entire line. Therefore, population relaxatio
and orientational relaxation will influence the time depende
observables, but spectral diffusion will not. The narrow
bandwidth~long! pulse is significantly narrower than the vi-
brational linewidth. Therefore, excitation of the inhomoge
neous line burns a transient polarized hole in the spectru
This hole can fill in by population relaxation, orientationa
relaxation, and spectral diffusion, which redistributes the in
tial hole area across the entire line. The results observed
to 200 K with narrow bandwidth excitation are characteristi
of spectral diffusion in the glass and liquid and are consiste
with the inhomogeneous broadening of the transition.3 The
time scale and temperature dependence of the spectral dif
sion are found to be equal to those of the orientational rela
ation. This suggests that the orientational relaxation an
spectral diffusion are intimately related. The orientational re
laxation and spectral diffusion observed at temperatures b
low 200 K are independent of the macroscopic structur
evolution of the solvent as shown by the fact that the solve
viscosity increases by more than 14 orders of magnitud
while the orientational relaxation time increases by less tha
one order of magnitude. The similarity of the orientationa
relaxation dynamics and the spectral diffusion suggests
common mechanism that involves the time evolution of th
superposition of the threeT1u modes that is prepared by the
excitation pulse.

These experiments constitute time-resolved evidence f
vibrational spectral diffusion. The change of the homoge
neous linewidth with temperature for this system measure
by photon echo experiments has been reported recently.3 The
results presented here and a new detailed analysis of
photon echo results5 confirm the observation of a transition
from a massively inhomogeneously broadened line in th
low-temperature glass, to a significantly inhomogeneous
broadened line in the low temperature liquid, and finally to
homogeneously broadened line at room temperature.

In addition, the results presented here are the first use
picosecond infrared transient gratings in condensed phase
brational spectroscopy. The data show the great sensitiv
enhancement of this technique over conventional pump
probe experiments for detecting small population transien
Previous midinfrared four-wave-mixing experiments on
condensed-phase molecular vibrations have included pho
echoes2,3,5 and sum-frequency detected photon echoes o
Si–H surface vibrations.38

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The infrared transient grating and pump–probe exper
ments used to determine spectral diffusion, population rela
ation, and orientational dynamics were performed with tw
sources of picosecond infrared pulses. Narrow bandwid
measurements were made using 10 ps pulses generated
, No. 10, 8 March 1995
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3921Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
an optical parametric amplifier~OPA!, while broader band-
width measurements were made with 1.3 ps pulses from
Stanford superconducting-linear-accelerator-pumped fr
electron laser~FEL!. The pulses from each source were ob
served to be nearly transform limited.

A LiIO 3 OPA was used to generate 10 ps, 1.5 cm21

FWHM, tunable midinfrared pulses at 900 Hz. This syste
was modified from one described previously.24,39Briefly, the
pulse train of a Q-switched, mode-locked, cavity-dumpe
Nd:YAG laser with a 10% output coupler is doubled an
synchronously pumps a Rhodamine B dye laser with a Ma
chite Green saturable absorber cell. The dye laser and
Nd:YAG laser are cavity-dumped simultaneously to form th
idler and pump pulses for the OPA. The cavity-dumped pul
of the Nd:YAG is frequency-doubled~532 nm, 65 ps, 400
mJ!, and the remaining fundamental is frequency-double
again to amplify the dye pulse in a single-stage double-pa
amplifier yielding tunable dye pulses of 10 ps, 6mJ at
l'595 nm. The 532 nm pulse and the amplified dye pul
are made time coincident and are mixed in a 30 mm LiIO3

crystal generating;1 mJ, 10 ps pulses atl'5.05mm with a
900 Hz repetition rate. The mid-IR is tuned by tuning the dy
laser frequency with a 100mm étalon. The mid-IR pulse is
separated from the visible pulses with a CaF2 Brewster
prism. A 2% coated ZnSe beamsplitter is used to split off a
intensity reference signal, which is monitored with a liquid
nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe detector.

The Stanford FEL was used as the source of 1.3
pulses at the same frequencies as the OPA. A detailed
scription of the optical setup will be given elsewhere.5 The
FEL emits a 2 msmacropulse at a 10 Hz repetition rate. Eac
macropulse consists of;0.5 mJ micropulses at a repetition
rate of 11.8 MHz. The micropulses were observed to b
transform limited Gaussian pulses by performing autocorr
lations in AgGaSe2 and taking spectra with a 1 mgrating
monochromator. The bandwidth was measured as;12 cm21.
The macropulse was intensity stabilized by a germaniu
acousto-optic modulator~AOM! feedback system. The mi-
cropulse repetition rate of 11.8 MHz within the macropuls
was reduced to 50 kHz by single-pulse selecting one pu
out of every 120 with a germanium AOM, making the effec
tive experimental repetition rate 1 kHz. All data was take
with the 50 kHz or lower repetition rate to avoid therma
artifacts. The FEL intensity is monitored with a liquid-
nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe detector after a 2% ZnSe bea
splitter. The pulse length~bandwidth! of the FEL is tunable
from ;0.7–1.5 ps~20–10 cm21!.

In the transient grating experiment,40 the mid-IR beam is
split into three equal portions. Two time coincident excitatio
~pump! pulses are crossed in the sample at an angleu. The
two beams produce a sinusoidal interference pattern in
sample with a fringe spacing ofd5l/2 sin~u/2!. Absorption
of the infrared light by theT1u CO stretching mode images
the optical interference pattern into the sample. This pr
duces a population diffraction grating. A third, time-delaye
probe pulse is diffracted off the grating at the Bragg angl
The diffracted probe beam monitors the decay of the grati
caused by population relaxation or other dynamic pheno
ena. The diffracted probe is detected in a unique directi
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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against zero background. The intensity of the diffracte
probe signal is proportional to the square of the polarizatio
induced by the probe pulse. For an experiment in which the
is only population relaxation, the signal is proportional to th
square of the excited state population and decays with twi
the population decay rate constant.

The transient grating beams are focused to 200mm with
a 114 mm off-axis parabolic reflector. A second parabol
reflector after the sample serves to collimate the beams a
the grating signal, and a third parabolic reflector then focus
all beams into another HgCdTe signal detector. The gratin
signal is easily found by rising off the three input beams
leaving the signal free to reach the detector. The grating s
nal detector is sampled by a gated-integrator and normaliz
to the cube of the mid-IR intensity with an analog signa
processor. Further sensitivity is obtained by chopping one
the grating excitation beams and detecting through a lock-
amplifier.

For the pump–probe experiment, 10% of the IR beam
split off as the probe beam and sent through an optical del
line. The remainder is used as the pump beam. Both bea
are focused to 200mm in the sample with the same parabolic
reflector as the transient grating. The intensity changes in t
probe pulse with probe delay are detected with the HgCdT
signal detector. Pump–probe~transient absorption! data are
collected by measuring a shot-normalized absorption chan
in the probe pulse with and without the pump beam, as d
scribed previously.24

For both experiments, polarization selectivity was use
to distinguish contributions from orientational relaxation ef
fects. In these experiments, pump and probe beams w
polarized with ZnSe Brewster plate polarizers with extinc
tion ratios of 3600:1. Experiments were performed with pa
allel pump and probe polarizations~0°!, as well as magic
angle probing where the probe beam polarization was rotat
to 54.7° from the pump polarization. Probing at the magi
angle has the effect of eliminating the influence of orienta
tional relaxation on the signal in both the pump–probe41 and
transient grating42,43 experiments.

Both W~CO!6 and 2-MP were purchased as.99% pure
and used without further purification. Data was taken o
631024 M solutions of W~CO!6 in 2-MP, corresponding to a
mole fraction of,1024. At this concentration, the samples
had a optical density of;0.8 using a 400mm path length.
This concentration is sufficiently low that Fo¨rster excitation
transfer does not occur between W~CO!6 molecules.

35 The
sample was placed between two CaF2 flats spaced with a 400
mm Teflon gasket. Using indium wire, the windows were
sealed vacuum tight to a copper block mounted on the co
finger of a closed cycled helium refrigerator. The tempera
ture of the sample was measured to60.2 K with a silicon
diode sensor mounted on the CaF2 flats with silver paste. The
temperature gradient across the entire sample cell at all te
peratures was,0.2 K after equilibration. Data were taken
with decreasing temperature and the mid-IR frequency w
tuned to follow the small temperature-dependent changes
the position of the absorption maxima.

Temperature-dependent IR absorption spectra of t
W~CO!6 in 2-MP solution were taken with a Mattson Re-
, No. 10, 8 March 1995
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3922 Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
search Series FTIR Spectrometer. Spectra were taken w
0.25 cm21 resolution with the same closed cycled helium
refrigerator and sample used in the time-resolved expe
ments.

III. RESULTS

The temperature-dependent IR absorption spectra of
T1u CO stretching mode of W~CO!6 in 2-MP are summarized
in Fig. 1. The absorption maximum~filled circles! shifts to
lower frequency as the temperature is lowered in the liqui
Below the glass transition temperature,Tg579 K,44 the ab-
sorption maximum is constant at;1977 cm21. The half-
width at half-maximum for the blue and red sides of th
transition are shown in small squares. The bandwidth is o
served to broaden from 3.7 cm21 at 300 K to 10.5 cm21 at 10
K. @The laser bandwidths and absorption linewidths give
here and in the following discussion are measured as
full-width at half-maximum~FWHM!.# In addition, as the
temperature is lowered, the band becomes increasin
asymmetric. The narrow bandwidth OPA~Dn51.5 cm21!
pulses are narrower than the vibrational line at all temper
tures. The FEL produced relatively wide bandwidth pulse
~Dn512 cm21! that are wider than the line at all tempera
tures. The bandwidths of the lasers are illustrated by t
vertical bars in Fig. 1.

Lifetime measurements on this system were subject to
number of power-dependent effects that mask the tr
v50→1 population dynamics, if high pump powers ar
used.24,36 The use of high power excitation pulses on thi
system has been shown to off-resonantly pump population
higher vibrational levels,17,45 causing nonexponential behav
ior in the observed population decay.24,36 Furthermore, the

FIG. 1. Summary of the temperature-dependent IR absorption spectra of
T1u CO stretching mode of W~CO!6 in 2-MP. Circles represent the absorp-
tion maximum of the line. Small squares represent the half height freque
cies on either side of the line. Lines have been drawn through the points
a guide for the eye. The line shape varied from a Voight profile in the hig
temperature liquid to a asymmetric Gaussian in the glass. For illustrat
purposes, the FWHM bandwidths of the two transform-limited ps IR sourc
are given by the vertical bars. The glass transition temperature ofTg579 K
is marked with an arrow.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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homogeneous dephasing times for this system are appro
mately equal to or longer than the pulse length at a
temperatures,3 allowing for coherent pumping of higher tran-
sitions. For these reasons, detailed power studies were p
formed for both the pump–probe and transient grating e
periments over the entire temperature range. At total be
energies above 800 nJ, pump–probe and transient gra
decays made with the OPA were observed to be highly no
exponential, due to population of vibrational levels highe
than v51, as previously observed for metal carbonyls i
CCl4 and CHCl3.

17,24 Decays showed power-dependent be
havior down to 100 nJ, with deviations from exponentialit
gradually vanishing with decreasing pump energy in th
room temperature liquid. Using the OPA, distinct nonexp
nential behavior was observed at lower temperatures, but f
ther power studies over the entire temperature range revea
that this behavior was not power dependent. Pump–pro
data could be obtained for pump powers down to 50 nJ;
difference was observed for the data between 100 and 50
The transient grating technique was used in order to exte
the sensitivity range. Transient grating data was taken do
to energies of 3 nJ per beam. This data showed no chan
below 50 nJ of total beam energy, and the data was insen
tive to changes in the probe energy. The grating and pum
probe experiments gave identical results at sufficiently lo
power. Taking into account that the peak intensity in th
grating experiment is proportional to the square of the to
pump energy, the power dependent effects for the pum
probe become negligible at;100 nJ, based on the pump–
probe and transient grating data. Final pump–probe data s
were taken with a total beam energy of 100 nJ and transi
grating data was taken with 3 nJ excitation pulses and 20
of probe energy. These data sets yielded the same popula
dynamics. Data taken with the FEL did not display the sam
sensitivity to power, presumably because of the greater ba
width, which reduces the energy per unit wavelength. FE
pump–probe data were taken between 100 and 50 nJ, and
power dependent behavior was observed at either high
low temperatures.

Pump–probe data taken on W~CO!6 in 2-MP with the
broad bandwidth FEL in the parallel polarization geomet
~0°! are shown in Fig. 2~a! for several temperatures in the
liquid and glass. The decays are notably biexponential
high temperatures. As the temperature decreases, the am
tude of the fast component becomes smaller and the de
time of the fast component becomes longer. When these d
were taken with magic angle probing~54.7°!, as shown in a
semilog plot in Fig. 2~b!, a single exponential decay is ob
served. This single exponential decay is identical to the lo
component in the parallel geometry at all temperatures. B
cause the fast component observed with parallel probi
vanishes with magic angle probing, it can be attributed
orientational relaxation. The slow decay corresponds to t
vibrational population relaxation time,T1.

The data taken with the FEL from 10 to 300 K is sum
marized in Fig. 3. Data taken with parallel probing~0°! were
fit to a biexponential decay

the
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3923Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
I ~ t !

I 0
5~12A!exp~2t/tslow!1A exp~2t/t fast!, ~1!

wheretslow5T1, andtfast refers to the fast component of th
pump–probe experiment due to orientational relaxation. T
decay timesT1 and tfast are given in Fig. 3~a!, and the cor-
responding decay amplitudes are shown in Fig. 3~b!. The
data taken at 54.7° was fit to a single exponential and rep
duces the results of the long component in Fig. 3~a! exactly.
The fast orientational component increases in rate with
creasing temperature, and shows no discontinuity at the g
transition of 79 K. The amplitude oftfast is roughly constant
with temperature in the liquid at approximately 44%. This
the fraction of the decay that is expected for full orientation
randomization. Below;125 K, the amplitude of the orien-
tational component of the decay decreases. Orientationa
laxation continues to exist in the glass, buttfast appears to be
temperature independent.

The population relaxation time,T1, becomes fasteras
the temperature is decreased in an approximately linear m
ner over the entire temperature range, with no discontinu
at the glass transition temperature. Since vibrational rel
ation is expected to be a thermally activated process,
result is counterintuitive. Such a temperature dependence
also been observed recently for the system W~CO!6 in
CHCl3.

24

FIG. 2. ~a! Semilog plot of temperature-dependent pump–probe data of
vibrational relaxation of theT1u CO stretching mode of W~CO!6 in 2-MP
taken with the FEL using parallel pump and probe polarizations. The p
transient absorption signal is typically 5–10 mOD. Data sets were take
temperatures of~from top! 40 K, 100 K, 200 K, 300 K. The decays are
distinctly biexponential.~b! Semilog plot of pump–probe data taken wit
the FEL using magic angle probing. The data sets correspond to the s
temperatures as in~a! and are~from top! 40 K, 100 K, 200 K, and 300 K.
The decays are seen to be single exponential, and correspond to the
component of the biexponential observed in~a!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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Pump–probe and transient grating data were taken
W~CO!6 in 2-MP with the narrow bandwidth OPA pulses
using both parallel and magic angle probing geometries. P
allel probe data displayed biexponential decays essentia
identical to those seen with the FEL. With magic angl
~54.7°! probing, between 300 K and;200 K, single expo-
nential decays were observed. However, below 200 K,the
decays became biexponentialwith a fast decay component
increasing in amplitude with decreasing temperature.

This behavior is shown in Fig. 4 for transient grating
decays between 200 and 110 K. The data at 200 K is nea
exponential, but with decreasing temperature becomes
creasingly nonexponential. The amplitude of the transie
grating decay is proportional to the square of the excite
state population.40 Single exponential dynamics appears as
single exponential decay while biexponential dynamics a
pear as a biexponential squared. The transient grating d
shown in Fig. 4 were taken with 3 nJ of pump energy pe
excitation beam. This can be compared with the 100 nJ
pump energy used for the pump–probe data in Fig. 2. The
data demonstrate the enhanced sensitivity and signal to no
obtained with a transient grating experiment due to zer
background detection.

Transient grating and pump–probe data were taken
the magic angle with the OPA as a function of temperatu
between 10 and 300 K. The population dynamics observ
with either experiment were the same, and are shown in F
5. Data above 200 K were fit to a single exponential, whil

he

ak
at

me
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FIG. 3. Temperature-dependent vibrational relaxation data for pump–pro
experiments performed with the FEL~tp51.3 ps,Dn510 cm21!, with rep-
resentative error bars.~Top! Biexponential decay times for the pump–probe
experiment. The long component~squares! is independent of polarization,
while the short component~circles! disappears when magic angle~54.7°!
probing is used.~Bottom! Relative zero-time decay amplitudes for the long
and short components for parallel polarization~0°! probing data. The sym-
bols correspond to the decay components above.
, No. 10, 8 March 1995
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3924 Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
data below 200 K were fit to a biexponential. Pump–pro
data were fit to Eq.~1!; however, for direct comparison o
decay constants, transient grating data were fit to

I ~ t !

I 0
5@~12A!exp~2t/tslow!1A exp~2t/t fast!#

2. ~2!

The long component of the biexponential was averaged o
several data sets at each temperature, using both the tran
grating and pump–probe results. The averaged value of
long component was held fixed, and the amplitudes and
cay time of the short component fit again. This reduced
number of parameters in the fits and improved the reliabil
of the fast decay constant and amplitude. The values of
slow and fast components of the biexponential are shown
Fig. 5~a!. The amplitudes of these components are shown
Fig. 5~b!. The decay times of the slow components of t
biexponentials,tslow, reproduce the results of the populatio
relaxation time~T1! observed with the FEL for all tempera
tures. The decay times of the fast components follow
decay times of the orientational component observed w
the FEL. However, it must be emphasized that the OPA~nar-
row bandwidth! data illustrated in Fig. 5 are taken with
magic angle probing. When the data are taken with the F
~broad bandwidth! at the magic angle, the decay is a sing
exponential at all temperatures. Therefore, the fast com
nent cannot be orientational relaxation. The fast compon
in the OPA magic angle biexponential grows in amplitude
the temperature is dropped from 200 to 120 K. Below 120
the amplitude decreases with temperature. No discontinui
in either the decay times or amplitudes are observed near
glass transition temperature ofTg579 K.

FIG. 4. Temperature-dependence of the transient grating signal taken
the OPA for temperatures between 200 and 110 K. The inset shows a s
log plot of the data. The data sets correspond to temperatures of~from top!
200 K, 165 K, 150 K, 140 K, and 110 K. The decays are distinctly differe
from the pump–probe data, since the signal amplitude is proportional to
square of the excited state lifetime, whereas the pump–probe signal is lin
These data sets were taken with 3 nJ of energy per pump beam, demon
ing the transient grating’s unique sensitivity due to zero-background de
tion.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Vibrational spectral diffusion

The careful power dependence study on the transien
grating and pump–probe data demonstrates that the observ
differences in the data taken with the FEL and OPA are rep
resentative of population dynamics of the vibrational transi-
tion. The only difference in the experiments are the pulse
length and bandwidth of the excitation and probing sources
These parameters define the dimensions in time and fre
quency over which each experiment will be sensitive to
population dynamics. The FEL produces short pulses with
broader bandwidth, which allows enhanced temporal sens
tivity, integrated over a wide frequency range. The OPA,
with its longer pulses and narrower bandwidth, loses tempo
ral resolution with the advantage of increased sensitivity to
spectral dynamics. For spectroscopy on homogeneousl
broadened lines, enhanced spectral sensitivity at the expen
of time resolution is no advantage. However, for inhomoge-
neously broadened lines, which are often the case for vibra
tional transitions in condensed phases,2,3,5 narrow bandwidth
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FIG. 5. Temperature-dependent vibrational relaxation data for magic angle
transient grating and pump–probe experiments performed with the OPA
~tp510 ps,Dn51.5 cm21!. All data points represent the average of several
transient-grating and pump–probe data sets at that temperature. Represen
tive error bars corresponding to the standard deviation of these measure
ments are shown.~Top! Biexponential decay times for the transient grating
and pump–probe experiment. The long component~squares! becomes the
single exponential in the high temperature liquid, and follows the population
lifetime measured with the FEL experiment exactly. The short componen
~circles! appears at temperatures below;200 K. The temperature depen-
dence of the fast component closely follows that observed for the orienta
tional relaxation observed with the FEL.~Bottom! Relative zero-time decay
amplitudes for the long and short components for magic angle probing dat
above. The symbols correspond to the decay components above. The sho
component grows in amplitude as the temperature is dropped below
;200 K.
2, No. 10, 8 March 1995
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3925Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
experiments will be sensitive to spectral diffusion dynamic
on time scales longer than the pulse duration.

Spectral diffusion refers to evolution of the transition
energy on time scales longer than the homogeneous deph
ing time, T2. It is usually associated with slower solven
fluctuations and structural evolution. Spectral diffusion re
sults in the sampling of a wider distribution of energies tha
the homogeneous width. For a homogeneously broaden
line, all transition energies are sampled on the time scale
T2. Thus, spectral diffusion only occurs in inhomogeneous
broadened lines, i.e., the linewidth observed in an absorpt
spectrum is broader than the homogeneous linewidth m
sured in a photon echo experiment.

Spectral diffusion can occur over a great range of tim
scales, from the homogeneous dephasing time to days
even longer. This wide range of time scales is observed
low temperature crystals and glasses, in which local stru
tural evolution occurs slowly.8,46,47 In a liquid, local struc-
tures evolve rapidly and assume all possible configuratio
on short time scales, generally picoseconds at room tempe
ture. Therefore, in liquids it is anticipated that spectral diffu
sion will occur relatively rapidly.

The differences in the population dynamics observed f
the bandwidth-dependent FEL and OPA data at the ma
angle are consistent with the observation of spectral diffusi
in an inhomogeneously broadened line. Figure 6~a! shows a
schematic representation of the bandwidths of the two infr
red sources, compared to the IR absorption linewidth of t

FIG. 6. ~a! A schematic demonstrating the relative bandwidths of the FE
and OPA pulses, compared to theT1u CO stretching vibration of W~CO!6 in
2-MP. The case illustrated corresponds to the absorption linewidth in t
2-MP glass between 10 and 79 K. The OPA is narrower than the absorpt
linewidth at all temperatures, while the FEL is wider.~b! A diagram dem-
onstrating the frequency domain behavior of the transient hole at vario
times in a narrow bandwidth transient grating or pump–probe experime
With no spectral diffusion, the transient hole burned fills in exponentiall
With spectral diffusion, the hole fills in the same manner due to populati
relaxation, but also spreads in frequency to assume the inhomogeneous
width at infinite time. These population dynamics, probed with the narro
bandwidth probe, would observe a biexponential decay.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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T1u CO stretching vibration of W~CO!6 in 2-MP. The IR
absorption bandwidth of theT1u transition varies with tem-
perature from a 3.7 cm21 at 300 K to 10 cm21 at 10 K. The
spectral bandwidth of the FEL isDn512 cm21, so that
pump–probe experiments performed with this source exc
and probe population across the entire absorption line at
temperatures. However, the 10 ps OPA pulses have a ba
width of Dn51.5 cm21, which is narrower than the W~CO!6
linewidth at all temperatures. Transient grating and pump
probe experiments with the OPA will bleach a transient ho
in the absorption line corresponding to the homogeneo
linewidth or the laser bandwidth, whichever is greater. If th
homogeneous linewidth and the laser bandwidth are simila
the initial hole width is given by the convolution of the two.
The dynamics of this hole are probed with the bandwidth o
the probe pulse. When the line is inhomogeneously broa
ened, the transient hole in the absorption line will evolve du
to population relaxation and spectral diffusion. This is show
schematically for the population hole bleached by the OPA
Fig. 6~b!. For the case where spectral diffusion occurs a
times long compared to the population relaxation, populatio
relaxation will fill in hole with the excited state lifetime but
not alter the shape of the hole in frequency. This hole fillin
will be observed as exponential signal decay. If spectral di
fusion occurs on a time scale fast compared to the populati
relaxation time, the hole will spread in frequency, eventuall
assuming the shape of the entire inhomogeneous line. Sin
the probe spectrum is narrow compared to the inhomog
neous linewidth, the spectral diffusion will reduce the hol
depth at the probe wavelength, causing the signal in a pum
probe or transient grating experiment to decay. The sign
will not decay to zero since spreading of the hole over th
entire inhomogeneous line still leaves some bleaching at t
probe wavelength. The signal will then continue to decay t
zero by the slower time scale population relaxation. If spe
tral diffusion and the lifetime are on the same time scal
then the hole will spread and decay simultaneously.

The magic angle data taken with the OPA shown in Fig
5 represent the influence of spectral diffusion on the vibra
tional dynamics of a transition that becomes homogeneous
broadened at room temperature. The OPA magic angle d
are exponential and are identical to the magic angle da
taken with the FEL, down to a temperature of 200 K. At thi
point, the OPA data becomes nonexponential, with a lo
amplitude, fast decay component appearing. This point re
resents the temperature at which the inhomogeneity in t
vibrational line exists on the time scale of the 10 ps OP
pulses. At temperatures above 250 K, the line is homog
neously broadened. For a homogeneously broadened line,
pump pulse will bleach the entire line even though the OP
pulse bandwidth is less than the linewidth. The FEL pum
pulse bleaches the entire line at all temperatures because
bandwidth is wider than the line. Thus spectral diffusion wil
have no influence on the FEL data, but can appear as
additional decay component in the magic angle OPA data.

The fact that the line is homogeneously broadened at a
near room temperature, and only develops substantial inh
mogeneity as the temperature is reduced below 200 K,
demonstrated by photon echo experiments on this sample3,5
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3926 Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
Figure 7 displays photon echo measurements of the homo
neous linewidth~circles! taken on this sample with the FEL
~Ref. 3! and the absorption spectrum linewidths~diamonds!
from Fig. 1. ~These data and photon echo data for oth
liquids and glasses will be discussed in detail elsewher5!
While the echo signal can be resolved at all temperatures,
data at 300 K and 250 K actually represent the free induct
decay ~FID! of a homogeneously broadened line. This
shown by the fact that the FID decays yield linewidths th
exactly match the absorption linewidths. The 200 K po
represents the transition between homogeneous broade
at high temperatures and inhomogeneous broadening
lower temperatures. Thus the onset of the nonexponen
magic angle OPA data coincides with the absorption li
becoming inhomogeneously broadened.

Qualitatively, the amplitude of the spectral diffusio
component of the OPA biexponential decay can be und
stood in the following manner. Above 200 K, the line
homogeneously broadened, and thus no spectral diffusio
observed. Although the bandwidth of the laser is less than
spectroscopic linewidth, the entire homogeneously bro
ened line is bleached uniformly. At 200 K, the line becom
inhomogeneous, although the homogeneous contribution
dominates. At this temperature, the hole bleached by
pump is almost as wide as the entire line. Rapid spec
diffusion filling of this hole does very little to reduce its
depth across the probe pulse bandwidth. As the tempera
is decreased from 200 K to;120 K, the decrease in the
homogeneous linewidth results in a deeper and narro
transient hole. A deeper initial hole, when spread over
increasing inhomogeneous linewidth, is observed as an
creased amplitude in the spectral diffusion component. T

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the homogeneous and absor
linewidths for W~CO!6 in 2-MP. The homogeneous linewidths~circles! were
taken from photon echo data on this system~Ref. 3!. The absorption
linewidths~diamonds! are those taken from Fig. 1. The ‘‘echo’’ data at 25
and 300 K are really free induction decays that match the observed abs
tion line, showing the spectra are homogeneously broadened. At 200 K
absorption line begins to display some inhomogeneous broadening. Th
ror bars are approximately the size of the markers for the absorption d
and are approximately610% for echo data above 150 K.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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maximum amplitude of the spectral diffusion component o
the decay occurs at;120 K. At this temperature and below,
the homogeneous line is narrower than the OPA pulse ban
width, and the initial hole is constant at the laser bandwidt
As the temperature decreases further and the glass transi
is approached, the viscosity increases dramatically and sp
tral diffusion no longer spreads the hole over the entire in
homogeneous line. This restricted spectral diffusion, di
cussed in detail below, decreases the amplitude of hole fillin
observed by the probe pulse. Thus, the amplitude of the sp
tral diffusion component of the biexponential decay de
creases as the temperature is reduced below;120 K.

The data presented here provide compelling evidence
spectral diffusion based on its temperature dependence, re
tionship to the orientational relaxation, independence
power dependent effects, and disappearance with the tran
tion to a homogeneous vibrational line shape at high tem
perature. These experiments were conducted with two d
tinct bandwidths using the same bandwidth for pump an
probe. Another way these experiments could be conducted
to use a narrow bandwidth pump and independently tunab
narrow bandwidth probe or spectrally resolved broad ban
width probe. This method allows the observation of the spe
trum of the hole,34,48,49 and could be used to observe the
broadening of the hole with time.

B. Orientational relaxation

For pump–probe measurements taken with parallel p
larization, the transient absorption, due both to orientation
and population relaxation, is expected to decay as41

I ~ t !5I 0 exp~2t/T1!@112C~ t !#, ~3!

whereC(t) is the orientationally averaged Legendre polyno
mial of the dipole correlation function,

C~ t !5 2
5 ^P2@m~0!•m~ t !#&5 2

5 exp~26Dort !. ~4!

The final equality in this expression is the result obtained fo
the orientational diffusion of a spherical rotor in small steps
and the orientational correlation time istor51/6Dor . This is
the case expected for the orientational relaxation of the in
tially excited W~CO!6 dipole. From Eqs.~3! and ~4!, the
pump–probe data are expected to decay as

I ~ t !

I 0
5
5

9
exp~2t/T1!1

4

9
expF2tS 1T1 1

1

tor
D G . ~5!

The decay is a biexponential, as observed with the FEL pro
ing at 0°. When compared with Eq.~1!, tslow gives the vibra-
tional lifetime,T1, andtfast is given by the sum of the rates
for orientational and population relaxation. The orientationa
correlation times~tor

215tfast
212T1

21!, calculated from the decay
constants of the fast components of the 0° pump–probe d
@see Fig. 3~a!#, are shown in Fig. 8~a!.

Equation ~5! predicts that the zero-time amplitudes o
the orientational relaxation component in the 0° FEL dat
should be equal to 4/9. As seen in Fig. 3~b!, this amplitude is
roughly constant at;0.44 for temperatures in the liquid be-
tween 120 and 300 K. In this temperature range, the orie
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3927Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
tational relaxation of the triply degenerateT1u mode behaves
in the expected manner. As shown in Fig. 3~b!, below 120 K,
the amplitude of the orientational component decreases. N
also that the amplitude of the fast spectral diffusion comp
nent of the OPA magic angle data, shown in Fig. 5~b!, de-
creases in a similar manner. At high temperatures, the am
tude of the orientational component in the FEL data a
consistent with complete orientational randomization of th
dipole direction. The decrease in the orientational amplitu
at low temperatures is caused by incomplete orientation
relaxation.50–54

For restricted orientational relaxation, the dipol
correlation function is assumed to be separable into ind
pendent ‘‘internal’’ and ‘‘external’’ motions,
C(t)5CExt(t)CInt(t).

52,53The internal partial reorientation is
fast and limited by the long time evolution of the externa
solvent structure. This is the case in the very viscous liqu
and glass~T,125 K!. In this picture, the dipole correlation
function for the fast orientational relaxation within a cone i
expected to decay exponentially to a nonzero value,S2,52

CInt~ t !5S21~12S2!exp~2t/tor!. ~6!

S is the generalized order parameter, which describes
degree of restriction on the orientational motion.S satisfies
the inequality 0<S2<1, whereS250 describes unrestricted

FIG. 8. Temperature-dependence of orientational relaxation parameters
culated from the fast decay components in Fig. 3~a!. ~a! Orientational dif-
fusion time,tor . ~b! Generalized order parameter,S2. The point at 10 K is
added as the minimum value ofS2 not discernible from the pump–probe
data.~c! Orientational diffusion constant derived with the generalized ord
parameter in~b! using the expression given in Ref. 51. Complete orienta
tional randomization was assumed forT<125 K and orientational relaxation
restricted to a cone was used forT,125 K.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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reorientation, whileS251 is no orientational motion. If the
slow external contribution occurs on a time scale much
longer than the vibrational lifetime, the pump–probe signa
for restricted orientational motion is expected to decay as

I ~ t !

I 0
5S 591

4

9
S2Dexp~2t/T1!1S 492

5

9
S2D

3expF2tS 1T1 1
1

tor
D G . ~7!

Equation~7! shows thatS can be obtained from the ampli-
tudes of the pump–probe decay. The generalized order p
rameter calculated from the pump–probe amplitudes of th
FEL 0° data are given in Fig. 8~b!.

The restricted range of motion given byS, can be mod-
eled as free diffusion of the excitation dipole within a cone
of semiangleu. This wobbling-in-a-cone model has been de-
scribed in detail previously.50,51,54 The cone angle can be
determined from the generalized order parameter through th
relation

S25@ 1
2 ~cosu!~11cosu!#2, ~8!

where 0<u<180°. The orientational diffusion constantDor is
related both tou and totor . The general expression is lengthy
and has been given by Lipari and Szabo.51 For small cone
angles~u,30°!, Dor57u2/24tor . For complete orientational
randomization,Dor51/6tor is recovered.

The use of the wobbling in a cone model works well for
obtaining orientational diffusion constants for motions re-
stricted to cone angles smaller than;75°.52,55As can be seen
from Eq. ~8!, S2,0.02 over the range 77°,u,180°, result-
ing in an uncertainty of;40% in theDortor product over this
range. At smaller cone angles, the value ofu is very sensitive
to S2. The amplitude of the orientational component of the
decay givesS2, and through Eq.~8!, u. The cone angleu is
related to theDortor product,

51 and withtor , Dor is obtained.
The most accurate determination ofDor for restricted orien-
tational relaxation is in the small cone angle limit.

The orientational diffusion constant is the true measure
of the microscopic dynamics. To determine the temperatur
dependence ofDor , the pump–probe data at temperatures
.120 K were treated as unrestricted orientational motion
while for temperatures,120 K, the data were treated as
motion within a cone. The results are given in Fig. 8~c!.
Temperatures.120 K gave amplitudes expected for com-
plete orientational randomization, and the diffusion constan
was determined fromDor51/6tor . For temperatures between
120 and 10 K, the amplitudes of the pump–probe indicate
cone angles that vary from 75° to,15°. The diffusion con-
stants were calculated from the relation given by Ref. 51.

C. Mechanism of orientational relaxation and spectral
diffusion

It is important to emphasize again that the magic angle
data taken with the broad bandwidth FEL pulses are alway
single exponential. Only the narrow bandwidth OPA magic
angle data are biexponential. At all temperatures where th
biexponential behavior is observed in the magic angle OPA
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3928 Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
data, the decay constants obtained for the fast spectral di
sion component match the orientational relaxation dec
constants obtained from the 0° FEL data. This strongly su
gests that the same mechanism is responsible for both
orientational relaxation and the spectral diffusion.

The orientational relaxation and associated spectral d
fusion are uncorrelated with either the normal rotational di
fusion of the W~CO!6 or of the 2-MP solvent. This is dem-
onstrated by the viscosity dependence of convention
rotational diffusion. The data taken in liquid 2-MP measur
orientational relaxation of the excited transition dipole of th
W~CO!6 CO asymmetric stretch through a temperature ran
over which the solvent viscosity changes by greater than
orders of magnitude.56 Debye–Stokes–Einstein~DSE! hy-
drodynamic theory gives the orientational correlation tim
for a spherical rotor astor5Veffh/kT, whereVeff is the effec-
tive volume of the molecule andh is the viscosity. The DSE
equation shows that rotational diffusion should slow by a
proximately 16 orders of magnitude over the temperatu
range of 300–79 K. Figure 9 displays a plot oftor as a
function ofh/T for the excitedT1u transition dipole in liquid
2-MP, as determined from the FEL pump–probe expe
ments. The orientational relaxation of the initially excite
transition dipole slows by one order of magnitude over th
temperature range in whichh/T decreases by 16 orders o
magnitude. This behavior is decidedly nonhydrodynamic a
demonstrates that the orientational relaxation and associa
spectral diffusion do not arise from conventional rotation
diffusion.

The lack of correlation between the temperature depe
dence of the orientational relaxation rate and the viscos
shows that normal rotational diffusion is not occurring. A
spherical molecule in a solvent can have slip boundary co
ditions and can be effectively decoupled from the solve
viscosity.57 However, a space-filling model of W~CO!6
shows that it is far from spherical. The carbonyls are larg
nonoverlapping projections. The 2-MP solvent molecules a
approximately the same size as the W~CO!6. Therefore, nor-

FIG. 9. Plot of the orientational relaxation timetor of W~CO!6 in 2-MP as a
function of the viscosity to temperature ratio~h/T! for data shown in Fig.
8~a!. The data spans temperatures from 300 K to the glass transition te
perature of 79 K. Hydrodynamic behavior predicts a linear relationship, y
the orientational relaxation time varies only by one order of magnitude for
h/T change of 16 orders of magnitude. Note that theh/T axis is logarithmic,
with a change of scales at;120 K, in order to display the data clearly.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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mal stick boundary conditions should apply, and the bound
ary conditions are not an explanation for the nonhydrody
namic behavior.

To provide a consistent explanation for the complex dy
namics observed in the variable bandwidth experiments, it
necessary to examine in some detail the nature of theT1u
state that is excited and probed in the experiments. Met
hexacarbonyls belong to theOh point group, and theT1u
normal mode is an asymmetric CO stretching motion of op
posite in-line carbonyl pairs.58 The asymmetric stretches of
the three pairs of carbonyl ligands are degenerate. If we ta
a molecular based orthogonal coordinate system,x, y, andz,
with each of these three axes directed along one of the in-lin
pairs of carbonyls, then we can label three eigenkets of th
triply degenerate manifold asuX&, uY&, and uZ&. These kets
are taken to be normalized. Since these eigenkets are deg
erate, any superposition of them is also an eigenket with th
same eigenvalue. A superposition of these kets can be ma
to point in any direction in the molecular frame. For any
such superposition state, two other orthogonal superpositio
can then be formed to produce a set of normalized orthog
nal triply-degenerate eigenkets.

The excitation pulse is polarized. In general, the orien
tation of the molecule will not place one of the molecular
frame coordinates,x, y, or z, along the pump pulseE-field
direction. TheE-field will excite a superposition of the de-
generate basis kets,uX&, uY&, and uZ&, to yield an initially
excited state,uS&, with an oscillating dipole along theE-field
polarization,

uS&5auX&1buY&1cuZ&. ~9!

Here, uS& is normalized, and in writinguS&, the basis states
were taken to be degenerate. On a short time scale, loc
directional anisotropy will exist in the intermolecular inter-
actions of the W~CO!6 and the solvent. This will break the
degeneracy of the basis states.59 However, as long as the
splitting is small compared to the laser bandwidth or the
Rabi frequency, a superposition described by Eq.~9! will be
formed.

We propose a mechanism for orientational relaxatio
that does not involve the physical motion of the molecule
therefore decoupling orientational relaxation from the sol
vent. The decay of the transition dipole correlation function
@Eq. ~4!# gives rise to the orientational relaxation observable
The transition dipole is initially along the pump pulseE-field
polarization and is associated with the superposition stateuS&
given in Eq. ~9!. Fluctuations in the solvent can cause the
coefficients of the basis states that formuS& to evolve in
time, i.e.,

uS&5a~ t !uX&1b~ t !uY&1c~ t !uZ&. ~10!

As the coefficients of the basis vector evolve in time, the
direction of the transition dipole will also change direction.
The transition dipole projection operator can be written as

m̄uG&^Gum̄, ~11!
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3929Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
where uG& is the vibrational ground state, an
m̄5mx1my1mz . Then the projection of the transition dipol
in terms of the basis statesuX&, uY&, anduZ& which are along
the molecular axis,x, y, andz is

^Sum̄uG&^Gum̄uS&5^SumxuG&^GumxuS&1^SumyuG&

3^GumyuS&1^SumzuG&^GumzuS&.

~12!

Sincemx only coupleŝ Gu to uX&, the projection of the tran-
sition dipole on thex molecular axis is

Px5^XumxuG&a* ~ t !a~ t !^GumxuX&}ua~ t !u2. ~13a!

Similarly, we write

Py5^YumyuG&b* ~ t !b~ t !^GumyuY&}ub~ t !u2, ~13b!

Pz5^ZumzuG&c* ~ t !c~ t !^GumzuZ&}uc~ t !u2. ~13c!

The proportionality constant is the same for each project
andua(t)u21ub(t)u21uc(t)u251. Thus it can be seen that th
direction of the transition dipole will evolve in time becaus
of the changing composition of the excited superpositi
state even though the molecule itself undergoesno physical
rotation. This explains the nonhydrodynamic origin of th
orientational relaxation. Although the viscosity changes
decades in going from room temperature to the glass tra
tion temperature, the decrease in the rate of orientatio
relaxation is very mild as can be seen from the plot of t
orientational relaxation diffusion constant shown in Fig. 8~c!.
The relaxation caused by the evolution of the superposit
state is much faster than the rotational diffusion at all te
peratures except perhaps room temperature.

Above ;150 K, complete orientational randomizatio
occurs. This is demonstrated by the magnitude of the f
component of the biexponential 0° FEL data in Fig. 3. T
time-dependent coefficients in Eq.~10! completely random-
ized because of interactions of the vibration with the fluct
ating solvent structure. At lower temperatures, the orien
tional randomization is incomplete. This was describ
above in terms of the wobbling-in-a-cone model. Previous
the cone model has been applied to the actual physical
tion of a molecule restricted within a certain range of angl
whereas here it is the evolution of the coefficients in t
superposition state that is restricted. Incomplete orientatio
relaxation implies that the coefficients do not complete
randomize.

In the supercooled liquid and in the glassy state, str
tural evolution of the solvent is greatly hindered and c
occur over a vast range of times scales. Fast struct
changes for two level systems with small barriers can oc
on a ps time scale, while slower structural evolution c
occurs on the time scale of seconds,8 hours,60 weeks,61 and
perhaps geological time scales. Therefore, it is possible
there to be a restricted set of local structural changes
result in only partial randomization of the superposition sta
coefficients on the time scale of the measurement. On
longer time scale, large barriers may be surmounted,
further structural evolution can result. However, if th
longer time scale is long compared to the excited state l
time, only partial orientational randomization will occur, re
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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sulting in the cone of orientations. This behavior occurs
both the supercooled liquid and the glass. As the tempera
is lowered, the range of structures that are sampled on a
time scale decreases, and the cone angle becomes sm
The restriction on the orientational relaxation only becom
significant when the glass transition is approached, and
becomes very pronounced in the glass. At the lowest te
perature, 10 K, within experimental error, no orientation
relaxation occurs.

As shown above, the spectral diffusion seen in the f
component of the OPA magic angle biexponential decay
identical to the orientational relaxation in time dependen
and temperature dependence. This is true even to the p
that the extent of spectral diffusion begins to decrease as
glass transition temperature is approached, decreases
stantially as the temperature of the glass is lowered, a
ceases at 10 K within experimental error. Therefore, it
reasonable to propose that the structural fluctuations resp
sible for spectral diffusion are the same as those respons
for the superposition-state-evolution-induced orientation
relaxation. Spectral diffusion is caused by the evolution
the energy eigenvalue of the state,uS&. The anisotropic inter-
actions ofuS& with the medium will determine its energy a
well as break the degeneracy. Spectral diffusion can
caused by both the time-dependent fluctuations in the ene
center of gravity ofuS& and by fluctuations in the splittings o
the three states. At sufficiently high temperatures, 200 K
;120 K, the fluctuations in the energy are sufficient
sample the entire inhomogeneous line, and complete spe
diffusion occurs. At lower temperatures, restricted solve
structural evolution results in partial spectral diffusion, in
manner analogous to the incomplete orientational relaxati

Another way to consider the spectral diffusion is as
direct result of the orientational relaxation. As the coef
cients in the superposition state evolve in time, the direct
of the transition dipole changes. This means that the dir
tion of the actual vibrational motion is changing. In an a
isotropic environment, a change in the direction of vibratio
will result in a change in the vibrational potential. As th
vibrational potential evolves, so does its energy. Thus,
orientational relaxation and the spectral diffusion are ma
festations of the same microscopic dynamics, and their ti
and temperature dependencies are identical.

D. Temperature dependence of the vibrational lifetime

The temperature dependence of the population lifetim
~T1! of theT1u CO stretching mode observed by the FEL an
OPA in Figs. 3~a! and 5~a! is counterintuitive. The lifetime
actually becomes longer as the temperature is raised. T
behavior was also recently observed for solutions of W~CO!6
in CHCl3.

24 Vibrational relaxation is expected to be a the
mally activated process; as the low frequency modes t
couple to the initially excited vibration become thermal
populated, the rate of relaxation is expected to increase
the W~CO!6/2-MP system, energy from the initially excited
CO stretch will relax into other discrete modes of W~CO!6
and solvent vibrational modes Energy mismatch is made
by the excitation of low frequency modes of the solvent co
tinuum ~instantaneous normal modes or ‘‘phonons’’!. The
2, No. 10, 8 March 1995
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3930 Tokmakoff et al.: Vibrational spectral diffusion
initial excitation can relax into modes such as the other c
bonyl stretches, W–C stretches and WCO bends, as we
the intermolecular solvent vibrational modes and phonon

More precisely, the temperature-dependence of vib
tional relaxation is an anharmonic process in which t
temperature-dependence of the phonon density of sta
phonon thermal occupation numbers, and anharmonic c
pling matrix elements must be considered. As an examp
consider the lowest order cubic process. For a cubic rel
ation process, in which a vibrational quantum relaxes fro
the initially excited state of frequencyV to a lower fre-
quency vibration, v, through emission of a phonon
vph5V2v, the rate of the relaxation process is given by10,24

K5
2p

\
rphu^V~3!&u2~11nph!~11nv!. ~14!

Hererph refers to the phonon density of states atvph, ^V~3!&
is the cubic anharmonic coupling matrix element, andn is
the thermally averaged occupation number

ni5@exp~\v i /kT!21#21. ~15!

For a high frequency vibration, such as theT1u CO stretch-
ing mode, bothV andv are much greater thankT/\. Thus,
nv in the last term in Eq.~14! is negligible. Since vibrational
relaxation occurs through multiple channels, the observ
rate is a sum over all vibrational and phonon frequencies
all cubic and higher order processes that satisfy the ene
conservation requirement,V5(v1(vph.

Equation~14! demonstrates that the temperature depe
dence of the cubic anharmonic relaxation mechanism will
determined by the temperature-dependence of the pho
occupation number, the phonon density of states, and
cubic anharmonic coupling matrix element.24 The phonon
thermal occupation will cause the relaxation rate to increa
as a function of temperature. Thus to obtain an inverse te
perature dependence, the remaining terms must overc
the thermal increase in rate. Both the phonon density
states and the cubic anharmonic coupling matrix element
sensitive to the nature of the liquid potential, and are th
density-dependent terms. The temperature dependenc
these terms is expected to manifest itself through the den
changes with temperature in the liquid and glass.

Although the temperature dependence of the phon
density of states in crystals is expected to increase
crystals,62 the nature of low frequency modes in liquids a
substantially different. The structure of liquids is not fixe
but evolves over many time scales. The low frequen
modes of a liquid do not arise from delocalized lattic
modes, as in crystals, but rather have contributions from
brational, orientational, and translational motion of the s
vent. Recent molecular dynamics calculations of t
temperature-dependent density of states for instantane
normal modes of liquid CS2 ~Ref. 63! and CCl4 ~Ref. 64!
predict that the density of states increases with increas
temperature at lower frequencies~,40 cm21! while decreas-
ing with temperature at higher frequencies. Thus the f
quency of the phonons involved will determine what th
temperature dependence ofrph is. Based on these findings, i
is reasonable to assume that a decrease in the liquid den
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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of states in 2-MP can contribute to the inverse tempera
dependence of the vibrational relaxation rate.

The cubic anharmonic coupling matrix element,^V~3!&, is
not expected to be temperature-dependent; however, it is
expected to be sensitive to density changes in the liquid
glass. Calculations for molecular crystals have shown t
anharmonic coupling matrix elements increase w
density,65 so that the thermal decrease in density may be a
to overcome the thermal increase in vibrational relaxat
rate. Thus, thermal occupation numbers increase with
creasing temperature, but the density of states and the an
monic coupling matrix elements can decrease with temp
ture. The competition between these factors will determ
the temperature dependence of the vibrational relaxat
Identical considerations hold for higher order proces
~quartic, etc.!. If a decrease in density of states and coupli
matrix elements is sufficiently large to overcome the incre
in nph with increasing temperature, the vibrational lifetim
will increase, as observed in Figs. 3~a! and 5~a!.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The temperature-dependent vibrational population
namics of the triply degenerateT1u CO stretching mode of
W~CO!6 in 2-MP, observed with variable bandwidth picose
ond IR experiments, yield a number of fundamental insig
into the nature of vibrational dynamics in condensed pha
Variable bandwidth experiments are sensitive to the differ
time and frequency dynamics contained within an inhom
geneously broadened vibrational line. Although time reso
tion is sacrificed with longer pulses, the narrower bandwi
is sensitive to spectral diffusion dynamics throughout the
homogeneous line. For the W~CO!6 in 2-MP, the use of vari-
able bandwidth experiments provides insight into the re
tionship between spectral diffusion and the orientatio
motion of theT1u vibration. The same time and temperatu
dependencies for these two observations demonstrate
they are manifestations of the same microscopic dynam
Orientational motion of the CO stretch under the inhomo
neously broadened line is observed as spectral diffusion
the transient hole bleached by narrow bandwidth excitati
We have proposed that the mechanism for orientational
tion and spectral diffusion in the liquid and glass is throu
the time evolution of the coefficients of the superpositi
state of the three orthogonalT1u modes initially excited by
the pump pulse.

The observation that the vibrational lifetime of W~CO!6
in 2-MP actually becomes longer as the temperature
creases demonstrates that temperature-dependent life
cannot be described by an activation energy. Even in a
tem that shows a decrease in vibrational lifetime with
creasing temperature, it is unrealistic to assign an activa
energy based solely on the data. To understand conde
phase vibrational relaxation dynamics, it is necessary to c
sider the temperature dependencies of the thermal pop
tions of low frequency modes of the liquid, the solvent de
sity of states, and the anharmonic coupling matrix eleme

The experiments presented above suggest a numbe
different research directions that are currently being pursu
The orientational and spectral diffusion dynamics are do
2, No. 10, 8 March 1995
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nated by the triply degenerate nature of theT1u mode.
Temperature-dependent experiments with a nondegene
chromophore may display substantially different dynamic
because the mechanism of coupling to the solvent fluctu
tions will change. To further investigate the spectral diffusio
dynamics in this system, stimulated photon echoes8 will be
used to determine the effects of variable bandwidth excit
tion on these dynamics. We have recently performed the fi
condensed phase vibrational stimulated photon echo exp
ments. The sensitivity of variable bandwidth experiments
the complete population dynamics of a vibrational transitio
requires a theoretical description of the experimental obse
able. Detailed theories of spectral diffusion and related o
servables exist for electronic transitions in very low temper
ture glasses. New theory for vibrational spectral diffusion
liquids and high temperature glasses is required. Any the
ries that attempt to explain temperature-dependent vib
tional population dynamics will require further insight into
the behavior of the density of states for low frequency mod
~INMs! of the solvent.
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